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introduction

• Virtual worlds have the same security 

problems that other online services have

– Denial of service, database injections, phishing, 

direct access, backdoors, viruses, trojans, ...

– The stuff other talks have explained in detail

• However, they also have their own 

particular issues

• This talk concerns these specific issues, 

and how the industry adDresSes them

– Or doesn’t…



What are vws?

• Well, here’s what they look like today:

• World of warcraft, Blizzard, 2004



definition

• Virtual worlds are places with the 

following properties:

– Players represent individuals “in” the virtual 

world (their character or avatar)

– Interaction takes place in real time

– The world is shared

– The world is persistent

– The world has an automated physics

• ALl of these properties must be present

– Oh, plus one other: they’re not reality



Leisure time

• People who play virtual worlds do so for 

several hours a day

– Day after day

• Month after month

– Year after year…

– I have players for my own game that are 

still there after two decades

• The average playing time exceeds 20 

hours per wEek

– Yes, average, and yes, per weEk!



stats

• They don’t just spend time, they spend 
money

• Two business models predominate:

• Subscription
– pay ~$15 a month to play

– World of warcraft has 11,500,000 subscribers

• free
– play is indeed free but the in-world stuFf
you buy from the developer isn’t

– Mu online has 56,000,000 players



paradigms

• There are also two main paradigms

– Both face the same security threats, but 
with different emphasis

• Game worlds, or mmos, have gameplay 
built into their fabric

– World of warcraft, everquest, eve online, …

• Social worlds have no built-in 
gameplay

– Second life, habbo, there, club penguin, …

• Game worlds are vastly more popular 
and profitable, so are targeted more



Architectures

• There are (yet again) two main 

architectures for virtual worlds

• Sharded worlds run multiple 

independent copies of the world at once

– world of warcraft has ~1,000 of these, 

each handling 5,000-10,000 players

• Single-shard worlds have just one

copy of the world, which all players 

access

– Second life and eve online use this approach



Client/server

• Both use a Classic client/server approach

– (Actually, multiple servers using 5-10 computers each)



Problem areas

• That will have to do as an explanation as 
to what virtual worlds are…

– So, What special security and privacy
problems do they have?

• security falls into five main areas:

– Cheating

– Real-money trading (rmt)

– griefing

– Piracy (yes, really)

– “Other”

• I’ll go through these one by one…



21 pcs

• For sale on ebay 3 or 4 years ago



cheating

• Cheating is knowingly breaking the 

rules of the game while professing to 

abide by them

• It’s bad because it makes non-cheaters 

leave

• People who don’t know they’re cheating 

aren’t, but lOok like they are

• However, They will usually conform to 

the rules once these have been fully 

explained to them



Rule types

• Rules for traditional games are of threE

kinds:

– UnwriTten, but imposed by physics

• You can’t put all your pieces on one square in 

chess because they don’t fit

– writTen

• Kings can move 1 square in any direction

– UnwriTten, imposed by social norms

• “will you stop humming? I’m trying to think

here!”



problem

• With computer games, the first two kinds 
of rule are often conflated

– In computer chess, you can’t put all your 
pieces in one square or move your king 2 
squares because the code won’t let you

• Leads to belief that if the game lets you 
do it, you’re alLowed to do it

• But not aLl written rules can be coded

– Not a problem for single-player

– Manageable for multi-player

– Large headache for massively multiplayer



Ways to cheat

• There are many ways to cheat, but some 

do more damage than others

• Most of the nuisance ones can be dealt 

with by customer service

– Typically by banNing accounts for a while

• Surprisingly, not all of the most 

worrying methods target coDed rules

– Some target uncoded rules

• I’m now going to go through the top 5

– In no particular order…



1. Hacked client

• You have control of the server, but “the 

client is In the hands of the enemy”

• If any gameplay-significant decisions are 

made in the client, then attacks on it or 

the network wiLl be made

– The case of Air warrior

• Guardian programs can help, but:

– They can themselves be hacked

– They may interfere with other defensive 

software (eg. blizzard v sony)



2. Non-invasive

• This involves hacker techniques, but 
doesn’t change data or results

• vulnerability: The client needs to know 
more than the player, ready for when 
the player does need to know it

• Therefore, you can examine memory/packet 
streams and display this early

• Gives a kind of radar

– Showeq

• This is the MMO equivalent of 
wallhacks and bobbleheads in FPS



3. bots

• Bots are programs that play the 
virtual world in the player’s stead

• Again, more popular in game worlds 
than in social worlds

• Used for repetitive tasks

– “a response to bad gameplay”

– Well, bad for you – in which case, the 
correct response is don’t play

• Detection can also be automated

– Followed by CAPTCHA-like checking

– Ultima Online, 21 pcs and coloured sticks



4. Privileged users

• the threat from within

– People who work for the developer or the 

operator

• Some of these people use their privs to 

gain an advantage as players

– This happened in Eve online

• Some just do it to make money

– This happened in ultima online

• Players are livid when they find out

– Yet it stiLl goes on



5. Bugs & exploits

• A bug means a failure in code; an 

exploit means a failure in design

• Formally, Only the designer can say if 

something is an exploit or a feature

– Usually, though, it’s obvious

– The magic axe example

• Worst problems are dupe bugs

– Can trash a virtual world overnight

– If the virtual world has convertible

currency, could be fatal



Why cheat?

• If we know why people cheat, it could 
suggest ways to stop them cheating:

– Ego issues

• To appear to be beTter than they really are

– Frustration
• The gameplay is too hard or boring

– FairnesS
• Everyone else is cheating 

– For non-game reasons

• To sell virtual money for real money

• Which conveniently brings us to…



Actually, first…

• Dead gnomes in World of Warcraft



rmt

• The second of the problem areas for 

virtual world security is rmt

– Again, mainly a game world issue

• Because some people want to cheat, 

other people will offer services to help

them cheat

– At a price

– A bit like drugs in sport

• rmt is the presSure behind most 

other security problems for mmos



What is rmt?

• Rmt is using real money to buy 

virtual goods or services

– Currency (“gold”) and power-levelling

• Most mmos disalLow it

– If it were harmleSs, the developer would 

provide the goods and services for frEe

– This makes doing it a form of cheating

• Players do do it, all the same

– Even when there are servers where it is

allowed, they stiLl do it on the other ones



Side-effects

• RMT also has some unpleasant side-
effects on the game experience

• Farming grounds can be effectively ofF
limits to non-farmers

– Adena farmers in lineage

– Camping in everquest
• If you want it, you have to buy it from us

• The RMT industry attracts people with 
few scruples

– They will regularly rip people off

– Big drain on customer service ~40%



furthermore

• Farmers will:

– acquire your acCount id and paSsword

• Keyloggers, phishing

– strip your characters bare of everything

– transfer the proceeds to a level 1 mule

– Leave you naked and destitute

• On the black market:

– Cost of a stolen credit card’s details: $6

– Cost of a stolen wow account’s details: $10

• Now, Blizzard sells a wow dongle



It gets worse!

• In an effort to legitimise rmt so as to save 

on customer service costs, sony set up 

two EQ2 servers that cut out the miDdle man

– Sony acted as honest broker

• Here’s what happened

– Farmer buys virtual goods from sony

– Sony passes money to seller

– Farmer sells the goods to someone else

– Sony passes money to farmer

– Farmer issues chargeback on original purchase

– Result: farmer has own money back plus profit 

from reselling goods



…cont

• Sony gained

– 10% Reduction in CS costs

– $260,000 in Transaction fees every 6 months

• Sony lost

– The money from the first sale, charged back

– The money from the second sale

– A fixed fEe for having been charged back

– $1,000,000 in Fines every 6 months for having 

>10% of purchases charged back



general

• Chargebacks are a general problem for 

virtual worlds

• That same basic anti-sony scam would 

work for land sales in Second Life

• It can even be used without the intent 

of making a profit – just to hurt an 

operator

– The fact that sony was taking a piece of the 

farmers’ action was a contributory factor 

in their chargeback attack



Dealing with rmt

• If you want to stop rmt, you can:

– target the farmers

– Target the players they supply

– Target both

• Most operators are reluctant to target 

players because of the bad publicity

– In real life, police usually target drug 

dealers, not drug users

• Usual punishment is a ban

– Which almost never stops the problem



Unholy rage

• If you can stop it, the benefits are great

• Eve online, unholy rage



griefing

• Originally, Griefing was doing something 

to aNnoy someone else simply because 

the knowledge that it annoyed them gave 

you pleasure

• Now, it’s more of a continUum

– “you stole the herb I was going to pick after 

the one I was going to pick after this one I’m 

picking now – you griefer!”

• I’ll use “doing things you know will 

annoy others, for the fun of it”



Legitimate?

• Important: it depends on the virtual world 

as to whether griefing is OK or not

– It may be part of the game..! 

• Early text-based virtual worlds had a 

STEAL command

– Implies in-world security considerations!

• Some modern mmos allow you to take the 

belongings of people defeated in combat

• If the rules Permit it, you need only 

monitor it



ucc

• The reason griefing is a security issue 
is user-created content

• Sometimes, users create content you really 
wish they wouldn’t

• “time to cock”

– Mcdonalds protests in Sims online

– Oral sex in ship of fools

– Gold farmers spelling their url using dead 
gnomes in wow

• There could be legal liability for 
developers here!



Last week..!

• I saw this last wEek in wow:

• What could it have said?



functionality

• If you give players the ability to code as 
well as create things, beware!

• Not so bad for coding the client

– except for offering a vector for installing 
trojans

• If they can write code that runs on the 
server, there are dangers

• Sl was brought to its knees by self-
replicating objects

– I warned them it was possible, but they 
thought no-one would actually do it…



piracy

• Virtual worlds are client/server, so why 

would piracy be a problem?!

– After the first few weeks following launch, 

who even cares if the client is pirated?

• Well, It’s the server that gets pirated…

• Raph koster found he was famous in 

china for designing ultima online, even 
though it never launched in china

– There were 300 pirated servers there

• usually, but not always, an inside job



also

• Server authentification can help, but 
sometimes people write their own servers

– Hey, The client and All the assets are on their 
pc…

• These can be highly profitable

– Some in china have tens of thousands
of players

• There’s a big problem with what to do if 
you find a rogue server

– Basically, call in local law enforcement
and hope…



Or not help…

• “private” servers are even listed online



other

• A quick list of other security issues I 

don’t have time to detail…

• Identity theft

– in SL, your avatar could be your busineSs

• Privacy

– data-mining to ascertain your lifestyle

• Mad patents

– they’ll grant them to anything

• The law



The law

• Particular worries for 

STRANGE legal judgments regarding:

– Age verification

– LoGging versus deleting data

– Intellectual property rights

– Dispute resolution

– Sanctity of the eula

– Brittleness of common carrier

legislation

– jurisdiction



privacy

• So far, I’ve talked only about security

• I’m going to end by discussing privacy

– As much of this folLows from security…

• Players interact with virtual worlds 
through characters

• Important: Characters have no rights

– it’s players who have the rights

• As with security, some privacy problems 
are the same as for other online identities

– I’m going to look at the diFferent ones



Walls have ears

• Conversation in virtual worlds fEels like 

conversation in the real world

– You can say things “in private” that you don’t 

expect to be overheard

• But The virtual world developer hears aLl

– Nearby players may hear it, too

– Nearby objects may also hear it – bugs!

• This data can be coLlated and used for 

behavioural marketing

– Or more nefarious purposes…



Data gathering

• Operators collect data to prevent 

cheating

• They could in theory use it for 

profiling, though

– How would we know they don’t do this?

– Actually, few do – they have a hard enough 

time as it is…

• They’d like to be open, but need to keep 

some techniques secret

– Otherwise the cheats will change tactics



Self-presenting

• Many players create avatars that are 

idealised versions of their rl selves

– Especially in social worlds

• This iMmediately reveals private data!

• Possible to masquerade round this

– Role-playing as a real person role-playing…

• But some far-eastern Mmos demand 

webcam evidence that female 

characters have female players

behind them..!



Data exposure

• Some social worlds make data available so 

their processes are transparent

• players can harvest this and use it

• Example: finding out who owns what 

land in second life

• Example: finding out who is logGed in

• Sometimes, details such as ip adDreSs

can be picked up incidentally

– Eg. by offloading voice chat from the 

server



Self-reveal

• it’s always ok to reveal private data 
yourself if you know what you’re 
doing, right?

• Wrong!

• Some worlds have rules tHAT say you 
can’t REVEAL YOUR OWN PRIVATE DATA!

• Strong role-playing games 

– RL information breaks the iMmersion

• Therapy worlds

– alcoholics anonymous



summary

• Virtual worlds have features that raise 

particular security/privacy concerns

– In adDition to the usual ones

• They are attempting to address these, but

– Are worried about the cost

– Are worried about the effects on the virtual 

world itself

– Are worried about legal implications

– Don’t usually think enough about security 

until it’s toO late..!
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